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ABSTRACT 

The coronavirus pandemic has upende our 

world.Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an 

transferrable infection caused by a newly 

discovered coronavirus.Maximum people 

infested with the COVID-19 virus will 

experience fever and sore throat.Many 

countries have (rightly) decided to close 

schools, colleges and universities. The aim of 

my topic is to provide one solution which is 

Online classes for student, so they can easily 

continue their studies during lockdown. The 

online classes throw school’s website is one of 

the best way to overcome with this crises. 

 

 

I. KEYWORD 

Website Designing 

 

 

II.     INTRODUCTION 

 

W.H.O. declared the COVID-19disruption, occure 

by serious breathing syndrome corona virus 2 , to 

be a epidemic on March 12, 2020. Closure of 

schools influences  student and young people. 

This situation had quickly increased from  

countries with school closures.School closedown 

helps inreducing the transmission and numbcases. 

The school closedown and school social 

distancing activities comes almost entirely from 

infestation bursts, for which transmission of the 

virus tends to be driven by children. It is not sure 

whether school activities are effective in 

coronavirus bursts— for example, due to serious  

breathing syndrome (SARS), or Middle East 

respiratory syndrome 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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School closedown tricks may be national, 

regional, local, or closedown of individual schools 

according to infection leves among students. 

School closedown conclusion in large reductions 

in infected cases , studies says that, this is possible 

that there is more effect if the virus found 

lowtransportability. 

A. CORONA VIRUS SYMPTOM 

 COVID-19 affects different people in 

different ways.  

 Common symptoms: 

 fever. 

 tiredness. 

 dry cough. 

 Some people may experience: 

 aches and pains. 

 nasal congestion. 

 runny nose. 

 sore throat. 

 diarrhoea. 

 If someone is infected with the virus , then 

it will be quaretined for 14-15 days. 

 

III.  METHOD 

The global education sector has been 

transformed as a result of the coronavirus that’s 

why ducation system has turned towards delivery 

of education via the internet — or online 

education. Website designing is one of the way to 

led online education. 

 

Website Designing 

 It is a set of related web pages. Web design is the 

process of creating websitesthat are shown on the 

internet.Web design used to be focused on 

designing websites for mobile, computer etc. 

 

a)  Static Websites 

It is also said as  stationary websites.. These 

websites are created using only HTML. These 

websites are onlyused when the information is no 

more required to be modified. 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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b) Dynamic Websites 

Dynamic websites shows different information at 

different point of time. In these type of websites 

we can change a portion of web page, and this 

can be done via Ajax technology. 

 

IV. ALGORITHM 

The algorithm is as given below : 

 STEP 1 -  Begin 

 

 STEP 2 -  Student Login/Password 

 

 STEP 3 -  Select Class 

 

 STEP 4 -  Select Subject 

 

 STEP 5 – Start Learning 

 

 STEP 6 -  Stop 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Web Designing is the way to develop a 

educational website so all the students during this 

lockdown period can easily continue their studies 

from home. Overall  study about covid-19 and 

website designing help us to stay at home and 

stay safe without any loss. 
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